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* 
NATIONAL LIFELINES 
* 
·woRLD Ln-:ELINES: The main arteries which tap British, French, and American 
sources of economic and strategic strength. 
National "lifelines " may be described 1 which often seems to be devoid of all 
as the tentacles-military, economic or consistency. 
political- with which the r espective powers Consider the position of Great Britain. 
hold to or reach out for certain portions or One could fit the whole island into one of 
peoples of the earth's surface. These pos· the American Great Lakes with room to 
sessions-whether actual or desired- are spare. True, there is a . substantial and 
invariably considered by the nations con· concentrated population of some 46 000,000 ~erned to be ~ita! for their continued ex· souls, but, apart from coal, nat~ral re-
IStence as ma]or powers. sources are negligible. Yet, thanks to 
Since the War, there has been a continu- strategically placed dominions and colo· 
ous and much-discussed struggle between nies, this small island has become a do· 
the satisfied powers- notably Great Britain minating great power. The Atlantic is 
and France-and the international "have guarded by British territories; the Indian 
nots "-Germany, Italy, and Japan. Life- Ocean is, for purposes of naval strategy, 
lines have intersected or conflicted with virtually a British domain; the Mediter-
each other. To date there has been no ranean shortcut between the two is studded 
crossing of vital interests, for the posses- with British bases, and its two entrances 
sors have made certain minor concessions, are commanded by British forts; to the 
while the dissatisfied nations have ad- East, Singapore controls the door to the 
vanced t<Jwards their objectives by absorb- Pacific. Only the Arctic Ocean, under Rus-
ing non-contentious territories. These sian control, breaks the British purchase 
safety valves cannot operate indefinitely .. on the strategic seaways; and this body of 
Drastic readjust ment or war will follow ice and water cannot yet be considered 
the inevitable moment when the struggle significant. Great Britain assures herself 
extends to the vital links of the lifelines. that the rest of the world will supply her 
GREAT BRITAIN with what she herself lacks- wheat from Canada and Australia, petroleum from 
In June, 1936, Sir Samuel Hoare, First Iraq, iron from the United States, cotton 
Lord of the British Admiralty, said of the from Egypt, rubber from Malaya, to name 
British Empire, " ·We are an Imperial and but a few essential commodities. 
an oceanic rather than a Continental So the English problem is twofold: that 
power." This statement embodies no new of maintaining satisfactory political rela-
and startling conception, but it provides I tionships with her far-flung investments 
an ultimate explanation of a foreign policy and sources of supplies, and that of keep-
Price 5 sen Published by the Hokuseido Nishikicho, Kanda, Tokyo 
ing control of the routes to them. For 
these routes are her "lifelines" in fact as 
well as in name. 
The first and most critical stretch of the 
British lifeline extends between England 
and ·Gambia on the westernmost tip of 
Africa. This is the base of the system; 
from it spread out the Atlantic routes, the 
Mediterranean shortcut and the Cape of 
Good Hope route to the East. It may be 
threatened by Germany from the North 
Sea, although the Reich's Navy is not yet 
a considerable factor. It is one reason for 
the Anglo-French Entente, and it explains 
the close relations always maintained be-
tween Great Britain and Portugal. Eng-
land will not let a Mediterranean power 
threaten it from the East, nor will she 
countenance, if she can help it, the estab-
lishment of an unfriendly power in the 
Azores or the Canaries. 
Mediterranean Shortcut 
Hitherto the most important offshoot of 
this line has been the Mediterranean route. 
Great Britain controls the entrance to th~ 
inland sea with a strongly fortified naval 
base at Gibraltar on the north of the nar-
rows, while she has seen to it that Tangier, 
on the south, is under international, and 
therefore neutral, control. Eastward from 
Gibraltar lies the most exposed stre-tch of 
the Mediterranean route-the 1200-odd 
miles to Malta, the naval and military base 
beyond the straits between Sicily and the 
northeast coast of Tunisia. This very prox-
imity to Italy, however, caused the British 
to take significant steps last year with re-
gard to this outpost. In September the 
island reverted to the status of a crown 
colony, ruled by a Governor, whose first 
move was to take measures against Italian 
influence. Secondly, although the British 
fleet has come to rely more upon the secu-
rity of Egyptian bases, the Maltese forti-
fications have been strengthened in view 
of the island's exposed position. 
In the northeast corner of the Mediter-
ranean is the naval base at Cyprus; last 
October it was announced that the island 
was to be equipped for airplanes as well 
as battleships. T he r eason for the British 
Government's solicitude is that the island 
guards Tripoli and Haifa, ports which sup-
ply the French and English fleets with oil. 
Pipelines connect these ports with two in-
land oil fields. Kirkup controls the first 
of these fields, which ifl owned by the Iraq 
Petroleum Company, an international ore 
ganization close to the British and French 
governments. The Mosul field, just to the 
north, has been developed by the British 
Oil Development Company, another inter -
national consortium. This was the scene 
of an unexpected drama in September, 
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193~- at -;~-height ~~~italo~thiopi~;~-~r~in, -;ranc_~. It~l-y.--~~rf!1any, a~~ Rus- ·: ut for Australia or H~~~;lwng, which is 
war. Two English directors res1gned m s1a may consp1re to turn 1t mto a war-time being developed as a focus of eastern and 
protest against the acquisition of the field "death trap"; too many nations like to western air routes. 
by a company controlled by the Italian think of "Mare Nostrum" as applying to Two other routes complete the Imperial 
Government. In June, 1936, however, themselves. Consequently, the British have chain. The African route is served by an 
coincidently with the lifting of sanctions, paid attention to the development of the unbroken line of Bri tish territory from 
it was announced that the field had been alternative way to the East around the Egypt to the Union of South Africa. Across 
purchased from the Italian Government Cape of Good Hope. the Atlantic, there are two routes: the 
by the Iraq Petroleum Company. The fact It is almost as far from London to Cape- northern one, via Ireland and Newfound-
that Italy in control of the Mosul oil field town alone as it is from London to Bombay land is available for the short summer 
would be an infinitely greater threat to via the Mediterranean, but time is com- season; to the south, there is an alternative 
British interests than Italy in Ethiopia pensated by security. way, involving the Azores and Bermuda, 
suggests ~hat t~e sale of the Italian-con- Assuming, for the moment, that the which can be used during the foggy period 
trol!ed Bnt1sh 01l Petroleum Company was Canaries ate in neutral or friendly hands, of the year. 
an_ important factor m _Persuadmg Great the route is clear down to Capetown, where FRANCE 
Bntam to change her attitude on sanctwns. last summer the English made an agree-
Turning south to the Suez Canal and ment with the Union of South Africa to 
Red Sea route to the Indian Ocean, we construct, at their own expense, a powerful 
find Great Britain strengthening her mili- naval base. 
tary position in Egypt and at the same From there on, Zanzibar to the west of 
SHORTCUT OR DEATH TRAP: The 
numbered chains shows the British, French, 
and Italian bases, guarding the respective 
lifelines, and tell why the Mediterranean can 
be a peace-time convenience or a war-time 
death trap. 
time trying to appease the Egyptian nation· 
alists. Thus, important provisions of the 
treaty, ratified on November 14, 1936, 
which granted Egypt independence, were 
that she should remain an ally of Great 
Britain's and that British garrisons should 
eventually be withdrawn from Alexandria 
and Cairo, where they might be used for 
repressive purposes, to the Canal zone, 
where they would be useful for the sole 
purpose of defending the all-important 
Suez route to India. At the same time 
Alexandria and Port Said are being em-
ployed as strategic naval bases; a little 
way inland, Ismailia and Heliopolis are the 
sites of air bases. 
The next link in the chain is Akaba, a 
naval and air base on the northeastern 
finger of the Red Sea, situated close to the 
frontiers of Egypt, Palestine, Transjorda-
nia, and Saudi Arabia. To complement 
her control of the northern entrance to the 
Red Sea, Britain has Aden on the eastern 
side of the southern entrance, while the 
island of Perim lies just without the straits 
of Bab-el-Mandeb, which flow out into the 
Gulf of Aden and thence into the Indian 
Ocean. 
Madagascar and Seychelles and Mauritius 
to the east stand as sentinels on the way 
to the Indian Ocean . At this point British 
ships can proceed to Bombay or Singapore 
without loss of sleep on the part of the 
captain; for, with Aden and Singapore at 
each end and Ceylon and th e archipelago 
south of India in the middle, the Indian 
Ocean is assuredly a British preserve. 
Singapore is the final and, with the ex-
ception of the stretch between England 
and Gambia, the most important link in 
the route to the East. It is not only the 
eastern entrance to the Indian Ocean; it 
is also the western door to the Pacific. 
Situated at the mouth of the straits of 
Malacca between the Malay Peninsula and 
the island of Sumatra, it controls the traffic 
westward to Calcutta, Colombo, and Cape-
town, and eastward to Hongkong, Shang-
hai, and Japan. That is why Sir Stamford 
Raffles remarked when he annexed it for 
the British in 1819, "It gives us the com-
mand of China and Japan, with Siam and 
Cambodia, to say nothing of the islands 
themselves." Th at is also why England is 
constructing there a great naval dockyard, 
to be completed in 1939 at a cost of some 
$45,000,000. For Singapore stands in the 
way of Japanese expansion. As it is, the 
Japanese have been negotiating with the 
Siamese for a canal through the Isthmus 
of Kra. This would shortcircuit Singa-
pore, reducing the distance from China to 
Calcutta by 660 miles. It remains true, 
however, that when the British seven-year 
plan for Singapore has been completed, 
the Kra canal would be within range of 
British guns, not to mention its susceptibi-
lity to aerial attack. 
Air Routes 
So much for the Bri tish sea-routes. 
Strategically equipped as they are, they 
have preoccupied the minds of English 
statesmen. Her air routes, however, are 
becoming increasingly important as a com-
plement to them. 
Although commercial airlines have made 
use of foreign territories, there is available 
East by the Cape a more politically secure air route to the 
East. Gibraltar and Malta are the first 
That EHgland has been and is concerned two stops; next there are air bases in 
about the Medi terranean was attested to Egypt, Palestine, and Transjordania; then 
last summer by the visits of King Edward foilow Bagdad, Basra, and the Bahrein 
VIII and Sir Samuel Hoare. But conveni- islands in the Persian Gulf. Karachi, 
ent as that route may be in peacetime, the Delhi, and Calcutta are the next steps on 
potentially conflicting interests of Great . the route to Singapore, whence planes set 
France's first and vital consideration is 
the maintenance of communications with 
her North African colonies, upon which 
she r elies for approximately 20% of her 
man power in time of war. Unlike Great 
Britain, she has no line of strategic naval 
and air bases to insure this circumstance; 
she depends rather upon the vital routes 
remaining under the control of neutral or 
friendly powers. 
To northwest Africa, there are two 
routes. The first s tarts out from Bordeaux 
on the west coast of France and runs down 
to the west of Spain, Portugal, and Gibral-
tar, either to Casablanca in Morocco, or to 
Dakar, the port of Senegal virtually coin-
ciding with the base of the British naval 
system. Consequently, th e security of the 
route depends upon Franco-British co-
operation and the neutrality of the Canary 
islands. The second route-or routes-
are in the Medi terranean, spreading out 
fan wise from the southern French ports of 
Marseilles and Toulon and extending to 
Oran, Algiers, and Bomo in Algeria, and 
Bizerta in Tunisia. These routes can be 
threatened by Italy, from Sardinia or 
Pantellaria; they need a fr iendly Gibraltar, 
but of more importance to them is the 
neutral ity of the Balearics, which lie 
directl y between Marseilles and Oran and 
Algiers. 
In the eastern end of the Mediterranean, 
France has abandoned her mandate over 
Syria; but she still requires access to the 
pipeline there, for which she depends upon 
British assistance. The same considera-
tion applies to her route to French :'Oomali-
land, which lies opposite Aden at the 
south end of the Red Sea. 
Her Far Eastern possessions-Cochin 
China, Tonkin, and the protected state of 
Cambodia--are less indispensable. But 
here again, France relies for British help 
in maintaining open searoads to them. 
This Great Britain is more than willing to 
give, for the bays of the French Indo-China 
coast form natural harbors in the vicinity 
of Singapore, and British interests demand 
that they should not fall into hostile hands, 
while an independent Annam would be 
susceptible to Japanese penetration. 
The post-war psychosis of France, how· 
ever, is best represented by the famous 
Maginot line of forts along the German 
frontier-the first time a nation has at· 
tempted literally to wall out invaders since 
the Great Wall of China was built. 
During the last year, lighter flanking 
forts have been added to overlap the B~l­
gian and Swiss frontiers, while the ma1n 
line has been further strengthened in re-
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spouse to the remilitarization of the Rhine- Balearics, would be able to . intercept the 
land, which brings German troops to the French route to north Africa and threaten 
the Bri tish route eastward from Gibraltar. 
French border. Should she also gain Ceuta, just inside 
ITALY Gibraltar, she would then be able to cut 
across this British seaway for the Balearics 
France and England are preoccupied and Ceuta are within half-a-day's sailing 
with the maintenance of the status quo. distance of each other . . This situation will 
Italy on the other hand is driving towards not, however, clarify itself until the end 
expansion; we have already seen how of the civil war. 
Great Britain, among other status quo 
powers, allowed Ethiopia to absorb part of 
the fascist advance before it threatened 
her own vital interests, and how she has 
constructed the Cape route as a possible 
alternative lifeline in the event of her 
failure to make peace with Italy, in the 
Mediterranean. 
It is in this latter area that Italian pro-
gress has been most marked, especially in 
the course of the last year. 
Close relations with Albania enable Italy 
to control the Adriatic, but the seat of her 
Mediterranean power lies to the west of 
the peninsula. From Elba, down the west 
coast between Sardinia and the mainland, 
and south to Pantellaria, there is a zone, 
equipped with air and naval bases, admi-
rably suited to the demands of Mediter-
ranean strategy; for with the advent of the 
bombing plane zones have obvious ad-
vantages over fixed bases. 
Of the several bases comprised in this 
zone Pantellaria is the most important. A 
naval base, strategically situated in the 
narrow neck between Sicily and Tunisia, 
it is the Gibraltar of the eastern Mediter-
ranean; and it is no solace to the English 
that it commands Malta. 
This zone aims at guarding from the 
west Italy's approach to her colonies, the 
first of which is Libya, for which the re · 
cently fortified Tobruch serves as a port. 
Here the Italian and the British lifelines 
directly intersect. 
To the east, Rhodes in the Italian Do-
decanese islands, has been equipped during 
the last year as a naval and air base-a 
fact which scared the British off using 
Cyprus as a focal Mediterranean base. Stra: 
tegically, Rhodes and the surrounding 
islands give Italy a say as to who comes 
out of the Black Sea through the Dardanel-
les, Russia being the foe she has in mind. 
The next problem for Italians is access 
to Eritrea at the southern end of the Red 
Sea, the newly acquired Ethiopia, and 
Italian Somaliland. This means for use of 
the Suez Canal-Red Sea route, controlled 
by the British. Last July, however, a 
bombshell was thrown into British calcula-
tions, when it was discovered that, in 
January 1935, Premier Laval had ceded to 
the Italians Doumeirah, an island in the 
straits of Bab-el-Mandeb which they had 
forthwith proceeded to fortify. Within 15 
miles of Perim, the new base counteracts 
the British control of the southern entrance 
to the Red Sea, even though it does not 
guarantee that control to the Italians. 
The western end of the Mediterranean 
may be considered last, for the reason that 
the Spanish war has thrown it into a state 
of flux. At stake are the Spanish colonies, 
Majorca and Minorca. Italy has already 
established itself in Majorca in the antici-
pation of a rebel victory. The significance 
of this is that Italy, if she possessed the 
GERMANY 
Like Italy, Germany is essentially in-
terested in changing the international 
status quo. Shorn of her colonies by the 
Treaty of Versailles, her lifelines are ob-
jectives rather than realities, and repre-
sent milestones along the road which Ger· 
many would like to travel. In their naval 
aspects, they are inspired by two primary 
GERMANYLOOKSEASTWARD: Three 
routes along which German armies may 
march to Russia. The most probable are 
1 and 3; they also represent the direc-
tion of German economic and political 
penetration. 
objectives : to weaken France by cutting 
her off from her sources of man power in 
Africa and to prevent, if possible, a repeti-
tion of the blockade enforced against Ger-
many during the last war. 
It was the German hope that the nations 
attending the Montreux conference last 
June concerning the refortification of the 
Dardanelles would succeed in bottling up 
the Russian fleet in the Black Sea. That 
they did not do so constituted a diplomatic 
setback for the Reich; immediately, she 
fears Russian assistance to the Spanish 
rebels, and, in the future, she does not 
want Soviet battleships aiding French con-
voys across the Mediterranean or steaming 
round to the Baltic to help enforce a 
blockade. 
This reverse explains in part the deter-
mination of the Germans that General 
Franco should win the Spanish civil war. 
For a fascist government in Madrid, heavi-
ly indebted to the Reich, would presumably 
place the Balearics and Ceuta at the dis-
posal of the fascist powers. Equally wel-
come to the Reich would be fascist control 
of the Canaries and the Azores. The 
latter, as has been seen, are the first step-
ping stone in the southern Atlantic air-
route. The former already have a German 
population of some 3,000. According to 
reports quoted in The Living Age, these 
have been well-organized by Nazi agents, 
while the German cruisers Nurnberg and 
Koln are said to have unloaded arms there 
last April. Further south, Germany has 
leased a Portuguese island in the Bisagos 
archipelago ·and, under the. guise of equip-
ping a palm oil station, has constructed a 
seaplane and submarine base. Not only 
would such a base menace Dakar, the port 
of French Senegal, which is within a dis-
tance of 15 hours by submarine and of two 
hours by plane, but it would also constitute 
a direct threat to the British route to the 
Cape. 
To the north of Germany, strategy is 
exclusively dictated by the considerations 
of preventing a blockade. The Frisian 
islands, lying off the northwest coast of 
Germany, are being equipped as bases for 
bombing planes. Mine fields covering the 
approach to the bight of Heligoland would 
supplement the aerial defenses, while sub-
marine flotillas and high-speed torpedo-
carriers would provide the German fleet 
with liberty of action throughout the North 
Sea area. Backing up this strategy, coastal 
defenses combined with a fortified Heligo-
land constitute an ultimate barrier against 
the approach of an enemy fleet. 
Important as these naval considerations 
may be, it is territorial expansion in Europe 
in which the Reich is predominantly in-
terested. From the point of view of the 
Pan German ideal, every German in Europe 
constitutes a "lifeline." But Mein KamPJ 
suggests three more specific ambitions: (a) 
expansion at the expense of the smaller 
states in Europe; (b) expansion at the 
expense of Soviet Russia; (c) breaking the 
military power of France. 
So far, this policy has only reached the 
first stage; that is why the Reich has not 
yet provoked a major conflict, for the 
democratic nations have been willing to 
throw appeasing but not invaluable morsels 
to the wolves. But the probable directions 
of the drive towards Russia may be con-
sidered. 
There are three main possibilities for a 
German march on the Soviet. The first 
lies northward through Memel and Lithu-
ania and Latvia, where little military re-
sista'nce would be encountered, and up-
wards to Leningrad, the Russian key city. 
In this, military forces would be supported 
by the German navy operating in the 
Baltic. The second possible route is 
through the middle of Poland; the catch 
here is that Germany does not know which 
way Poland, perennially hesitating between 
France and the Reich as allies, is going to 
jump. The third possibility is the southern 
route leading through southern Czecho-
slovakia and Rumania to the coveted 
Ukraine. According to German calcula-
tions, the foreign propagandizing and 
economic penetration indulged in so in-
tensely by the Nazis in central Europe will 
bear fruit: Austrian Nazis may be count-
ed upon; Henlein's Sudeten Germans in 
Czechoslovakia are to join, while Hungary, 
now a German ally, can be relied upon for 
further aid. Once in Rumania, support is 
expected from German colonists and the 
fascist Cusa-Goga party, who have been 
assiduously cultivated. In these directions 
nations fear another " explosion." 
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SOVIET UNION 1· T o the west the Soviets are faced by the To say that Soviet lifelines are purely 
, . . German mi litary hammer swinging, as in defensive in the ir present phrase would 
1 err am, di~tance,_ heterogeneous peoples, 1 1914, in the direction of the Ukraine. Here, not abuse accuracy. But none will forget 
and aggressive military ambitiOns of for- for the purpose of defense, the Soviets have the capitalistic horror at the efficient and 
eign powers all combine to impose, as a thrown up concrete fortifications and ex- wraith-like penetration of the socialis-
condition of Soviet unity, in terior lifelines, tended a military line touching a corner of tic ideal even to the very heart of their 
thus creating a unique condition in a wor ld Rumania and penetrating deep into Czecho- domains. By passive example and through 
where normal li felines beain at borders slovalu~. For It IS through the terntory the positive work of the Comintern (inter-
. , of the Czechs that the Germans will launch national revolutionary body), the Soviet 
and extend aggressively . through many the full power of their arms under the influence has s trode across thousands of 
nations .. ~nd yet the most Important reason protection of the Carpathian Mountains to miles of ocean and skipped across heavily 
for Sovtec mteliOr hn~s, other than those the north and along the friendly flank of armed borders. 
reasons of national life, IS the. Identical Austria and Hungary to the south. To . Not even the skillful Krupp has lathed a 
ambitiOn of tlle ~wo most dynamic n~tions cushion the blow, the Soviet general staff , cannon capable of destroying this ideal of 
m _the wolld, ~' luch _h~s ~; I ts ~b]ec,tiv e the has elected to meet the German advance ; human welfare the perfervid Soviets breath 
seizure of Sov iet tet ttcor) ·. v\ est\\ at d the in Czechoslovakian territory. Already a n ' abroad. However, to do them JUSttce their 
Get mans thrust econOJ?IC , and polmcal efficient railway spur has been construct- plea of innocence must be again restated: 
t';ntacles toward ~he f_ert!l~ Uk_ra:ne; East- ed, leading directly from the border of the that the revolutionary temper cannot be 
\\atd the Japane_e hdve _ ctlre"d~ " 11e~led Soviet Ukraine into the land of the Czechs, grafted upon the mind of a people, as with 
cannon along the bo;ders of SDeiia and where, it is reported, Red Army men have a t ree normal growth must come from 
Outer Mongolia, an dlly and ward of the constructed airports and skeleton military within.-Current History, New Y ork. 
Soviet. Squeezed bet\veei~ these 1mpenal de ots. ( To be contintted) 
designs the sprawlmg Soviet Umon works _ _ P-----------------------------------
furiously to knit an interior web of com· 
munication capable of enduring the stress 
of traffic swollen by the emergency of war. 
The most vital of the interior Jines has 
been and continues to be the Trans-Siberian 
Railway, a steel jugular vein tapping Soviet 
power from Leningrad to Vladivostok, a 
distance of some 4,000 miles. Again and 
again, during the soGialist drive for the 
complete economic and political subjuga-
tion of the vast Republ ic, the railway has 
proven inadequate, a s ituation exaggerated 
by the continued reinforcement of the 
Soviet Far Eastern Army a nd the increas-
ing demand for continuous supply and 
transport. Until recently the vulnerability 
of the Trans-Siberian Railway to military 
interception along the line from Taishet to 
Vladivostok has been the chief strategic 
weakness in the East. llowever , this weak-
ness has been corrected with the construc-
tion of a branch line B. A. i\11. (Baikal-Amur 
Magister), running north of Lake Baikal 
to the maritime province behind a screen 
of concrete fortifications a nd at a sufficient 
distance from Japanese military bases in 
Ivlanchukuo to insure uninterrunted com-
munication under a ll condi tions except 
sporadic aerial bombardment. 
From the western terminus at Leningrad, 
the Trans-Siberian continues northward 
beyond the Arctic circle to Murmansk on 
the shore of the Barents Sea. This city, 
one of many the Soviets have cons tructed 
in their plan to open up Siberia, stands at 
a point intercepting the Nortl1ern Sea 
Route, a line of transport opened across 
the top of the world to Vladivostok There 
rivers, the Ob, the Yenisei, and the Lena, 
form longitudinal feeder- lines emptying 
into the Arctic seas, and are navigable for 
a suffic ient time during the year to make 
shipping along the northern route pro-
fitable. 
Southward the Soviet interior line is 
broader, more firmly based, passing as it 
does through the Ural Mountains and the 
fertile Ukraine to terminate at the ports 
on the Black Sea. F rom the Black Sea, by 
virtue of pol itical penetration, it pierces 
the Zone of the Straits, which is fortified 
and controlled by Turkey. The right of 
unrestricted passage through the Dardanel-
les, won at the Montreux Conference, saw 
the Soviet Union emerge as a world power 
over the opposition of Germany. 
STEEL-A \VORLD INTEREST 
T his striking photograph, taken in the 'I to close down, but British steel manufac· 
steel foundry of Messr s. Kryn and Lahy, turers have formulated a scheme whereby 
which can boast of having the largest out- two of t~e largest scrap-metal_ firms will 
put of car lJon or "plain " steel castinas in take over the co~trol of natiOndl S!-!Pj)lies 
. , . . . . . "' and regulate their purchase and dtstnbu· 
the countt), JS especially mterestmg, not tion, Steel works are usually associated 
only for the fact that this foundry IS s ttuat- with Wales or the industrial North: this 
ed at Letchworth, Herts., only thirty miles foundry, started some twenty years ago, 
from London, but because public attention employs 1500 people, many of whom 
has recently been drawn to a threate.ned I migrated from the North and the distressed 
shortage of scrap metal and pig iron in areas. The works, which is one of th('; 
this country. At a time when large Gov- most up-to-date, h as a vast output of steel 
ernment orders for armaments are being castings, made for a wide range of indus· 
placed and a r ev ival of ordinary business ! t ries. Recently, for example, castings have 
h as kept foundries working at full pres- ~ been completed for locomotives, turbines, 
sure, a shor tage of steel would lead to a electrical machinery, bridge sections, 
most serious situation. Such shortage as cranes, ships' davits and general machinery. 
there is is ch iefly due to the fact that coun- The firm also makes oil and petrol engines, 
tries which exported scrap metal to England and is just completing one of the largest or-
are now using these supplies fo r their own ders of its kind, that of 4500 tons of locomo-
armament progr ammes. It was feared that tive castings, which included 3632 wheels. 
several works in W est Wales would have When scrap metal, such as old tram-lines 
MAY THE POLE STAR MONTHLY 
CORONATION PLANS: 
THREE MONTHS OF CELEBRATIONS 
Arrangements for the Coronation celebra· 
tions which have been approved by the King 
have been issued by the Earl Marshal, to· 
gether with the dates approved by his Maj· 
esty for Courts, levees, and investitures. 
The celebrations wiii extend from Wednes· 
day, May 5, when the first Court wiii be 
held, to Thursday, July 22, when there will 
be a Garden Party at Buckingham Palace. 
On the evening of Coronation day, W ednes· 
day, May 12, the King will for the first time 
broadcast an address to the Empire. 
The route taken by the processions on the 
day of the Coronation will be longer than 
at the Coronation of King George the Fifth 
in 1911. The route to Westminster Abbey 
is more or less the same, but a considerable 
addition is made to the return route-
Victoria Embankment and Northumberland 
Avenue are substituted for Whitehall; and 
Piccadilly Circus, Regent Street, Oxford 
Circus, . Oxford Street, and the East Car· 
riage Road in Hyde Park are added. 
New arrangements this time are the pre· 
sentation of Addresses and Loyal Greetings 
by Prime Ministers of the Dominions and 
by representatives of India and of the 
Colonial Empire and the luncheon party for 
British. Commonwealth representatives ; the 
presence of the King and Queen at an eve· 
ning reception by the London County Council; 
and, of course, the Empire broadcast and a 
review of ex-Service men by the King. As 
in 1911, there are to be visits by the King 
and Queen to Scotland (July 5-12) and Wales 
(July 14 and 15). 
Programme of Events 
As at present approved by His Majesty, 
the programme of events is as follows: -
Wednesday, May 5.-Court. 
Thursday, May 6.-Court. 
Monday, May 10.-Arrival of Envoys and 
Deputations. 
State Banquet. 
Tuesday, May H.-Presentation of Address-
es and Loyal Greetings by Prime Minis· 
ters of the Dominions and by representa· 
tives of India and of the Colonial Empire. 
Luncheon party by the King and Queen 
at Buckingham Palace for British Com· 
monwealth Representatives. 
Dinner party by the Duke of Gloucester. 
Wednesday, May 12.-CORONATION. 
Empire Broadcast in the evening by the 
and engine-wheels, reaches the foundry it 
is analysed, only that of first-rate quality 
being accepted, and then cut into shor,t 
lengths with oxy-acetylene equipment. 
Next, it is fed into cupolas outside the 
building and becomes molten iron. · Inside 
the foundry is a battery of side-blown, 
acid-lined convertors and the iron is drawn 
off into these and purified with streams of 
air which cause them to "blow," or throw 
off a shower of sparks. The glowing steel, 
as it has now become, is teemed into a 
ladle and conveyed to the moulds, where 
it becomes anything from an engine-wheel 
to a ship's davit. 
-The Illustrated London News. 
King. 
Thursday, May 13.-State Banquet. 
Friday, May 14.-Dinner to the King and 
Queen by the Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs, at the Foreign Office. 
Court Ball, Buckingham Palace. 
Saturday, May 15.-Reception for, and de· 
parture of, Foreign Envoys and Deputa· 
tions. 
Sunday, May 16.-(Whit Sunday.) 
Monday, May 17.-(Whit Monday.) 
Wednesday, May 19.-The King and Queen 
drive to and lunch at Guildhall. 
Thursday, May 20.- Naval Revie w by the 
King. 
Monday, May 24.-Empire Day. The King 
and Queen attend Service at St. Paul's 
Cathedral (Plain Clothes). 
Tuesday, May 25.--,-Dinner to the King and 
Queen by the Prime Minister, at 10, 
Downing Street. 
Wednesday, May 26.-Birthday of Queen 
Mary. Court Ball, Buckingham Palace. 
Thursday, May 27.-The King and Queen 
will be present at an evening reception 
by the London County Council. 
Friday, May 28.--Levee. 
Wednesday, June 9.-0fficial celebration of 
the King's Birthday. Trooping the Colour. 
Thursday, June 10.-Investiture. 
Friday, J nne 11.-Investiture. 
Tuesday, June 22.-Levee. Garden Party, 
Buckingham Palace. 
Sunday, June 27.-Review of Ex-Service 
Men by the King. 
Thursday, July 1.-Court. 
Monday, July 5, to Monday, July 12.-Visit 
by the King and Queen to Scotland. 
Wednesday, July 14, and Thursday, July 15. 
-Visit by the King and Queen to Wales. 
Thursday, July 22.-Garden Party at Buck· 
ingham Palace. 
The place of the Review of Ex-Service 
Men will be announced later. 
Processional R.outes 
The routes of the Processions on the day 
of the Coronation will be as follows:-
From Buckingham Palace by way of West 
and. North sides of the Victoria Memorial, 
The Mall, Admiralty Arch, South side of 
Trafalgar Square, Whitehall, East and South 
sides of Parliament Square, and Broad Sane· 
tuary, to the West Entrance of Westminster 
Abbey. 
The return route will be :-
From Westminster Abbey by way of Broad 
Sanctuary, West and North sides ·of Parlia-
ment Square, Bridge Stree t, Victoria Em· 
bankment, Northumberland Avenue, South 
Side of Trafalgar Square, Cockspur Street, 
Pall Mall, St. James's Street, Piccadilly, 
West side · of Piccadilly Circus, Regent 
Street, Oxford Circus, Oxford Street, 
through the Marble Arch and central gate 
opposite, East Carriage Road in Hyde Park, 
Hyde Park Corner, through central arch of 
the screen, by Constitutional Hill, and the 
North, East, and South sides of the Victoria 
Memorial to Buckingham Palace. 
On the journey to Guildhall the King and 
Queen will travel by the direct route along 
the Strand, Fleet Street, St. Paul's Church· 
yard, and Cheapside. Their Majesties will 
return by way of Queen Victoria Street and 
the Embankment. 
-The Times Weokly Edition, Jan. ft1, 1987. 
JUDGE FOR YOURSELF! 
The following legal problems, representative 
of the 61 actual cases assembled in "Judge 
for Yourself!" by two New York lawyers, 
will provide a diverting party game and 
an excellent test of your wits. Consider 
the facts, apply the principle of law in· 
volved, and reach your own decision. Then 
turn to page 6 and see how the judge de· 
cided the case. You prob()bly believe that 
you can "put two and two together" as 
well as the court. But can you ? 
Sore Thumb 
Facts: When Thomas Garland was way-
laid and robbed, his most serious injury was 
a cut on his thumb. But the surgeon whom 
he consulted told him that unless the thumb 
was amputated immediately his life was in 
danger. Garland refused to take the advice. 
At the end of two weeks, lockjaw de· 
veloped, and the thumb had to be amputat· 
ed. Then it was too late, and Garland died. 
The robber was indicted for murder. At 
the trial, the doctor testified that had the 
thumb bee·n amputated promptly, . Garland 
would not have died. 
Problem: Should Garland's neglect send 
the prisoner to the gallows? 
Page George Washington! 
Facts: The trunk of Sarah Hoffman's 
cherry tree stood . only two feet from the 
border line separating her farm from Abner 
Armstrong's. The limbs of the tree, how• 
ever, extended over the line. vVhen the 
fruit was ripe, Sarah picked the cherries 
from the limbs above her own property and 
then leaned over to take the fruit from the 
limbs hanging over Abner's farm. At that 
moment Abner came along and a fight en-
sued. 
Law: The owner of land owns it upward 
to the sky and downward to the center of 
the earth. 
Problem: Who gets the cherries on the 
overhanging limbs? 
The Specialist 
Fucts: Anna Mohr's right ear ached so 
badly that when the specialist advised an 
operation she readily assented. Before she 
was anesthetized, Anna Mohr believed that 
the specialist would operate on her right 
ear. Great was her astonishment when she 
discovered that he had actually operated on 
the left one. 
The specialist explained that before start-
ing the operation he had examined both 
ears, and found the left one in more urgent 
need of an operation. The patient's family 
physician was present at the operation, and 
knew of the change of plan. Everyone 
agreed that the operation had been sue· 
cessful, and skillfully performed; neverthe· 
less the patient sued the doctor. 
Law: An unauthorized touching of an· 
other's person is an assault and battery-
for which damages may be recovered. 
Problem: Was Anna Mohr entitled to 
damage.s because the specialist cut the left 
ear without bringing her out of the anes· 
thesia and obtaining her consent? 
THE POLE STAR MONTHLY 
Thumbed Noses 
Fncts : On several occasions Morris Gar-
s tenfe ld publicly thumbed his nose at John 
Shannon, and the latter had him arrested 
for di so rderly conduct. 
Law: Any person who, with intent to 
provoke a breach of the peace or whereby 
a breach of the peace may be occasioned, 
"uses offensive, di sorderly, threa tening, 
abusive or insulting language, conduct or 
behaviot· ... " shall be deemed guilty of 
di sorder ly conduct. 
Problem: Would the application of "the 
thumb of his ri ght hand to the end of his 1 
nose," and then executing Han aer ia l flourish 
with hi s fingers" occasion a breach of the 
peace? 
son of his shoes and the prints in the snow. 
The two fitted perfec tly. When brought to 
trial , Van Wormer obj ec ted to the use of 
the shoe-print evidence against him. 
Law: The Constitution provides that no 
person shall be compelled, in any criminal 
action, to be a witness against himself. 
Problem: Should Van Wormer's shoes 
in Van 'Wormer's footprints be allowed to 
tes tify against Van Wormer? 
Whirlpools- Clockwise 
and Anti- Clockwise: 
A PROBLEM OF ROT A TION 
"Marry in Haste ... " Whirlpools and their characteristics have 
Facts: Mr. and Mrs. Mirizio were mar· ; attracted considerable attention on the part 
ried in a civil ceremony in September, 1921. ' of scientis~s a nd the layman in recent 
Both being Homan Catholics, they agreed months. 1 he scientists have been trpng 
that they would not live together until after to find out.whether whirlpools rotate m a 
a church wedding, to take place at Christ· different directiOn south of the Equator as 
mas. Christmas came but the husband did compared With the north. One Australian 
not appear for the cer~mony. lecturer in physics, at Sydney University, 
The wife sued for separation and demand- tackled the questiOn by askmg people. to 
ed alimony. She said that she was willing observe and report to him on the direction 
to make a home for her husband but that of swirl taken by bath water after the plug 
she would not cohabit with ·him ,;ntil after was withdrawn: No report appears to 
a chmch ceremony. Mirizio refu sed to sup· have been yubhshe~ by this mvestigat~r 
port a wife in a name only. to date, s~ It IS possible that the Austrah· 
. . . . ans are still watchmg the:r bath water and 
Law: lf, witho.ut Just cause, a wife re- sending in their reports. However, some 
fuses to cohabit w1 th her husband, he need investigations have been carried out on 
not support he;. . . . . . . this subject, in the past, by British engine· 
. Problem: Was Mll'l.ZIO. JL~1slified m refus· ers, mostly by observing the characteristics 
mg to support Mrs. Mmz1o. of whirlpools formed on the surfaces of 
Kosher Bacon some of the world's greatest reservoirs. 
Facts: "These progressive dealers sell These observations, taken whilst the re-
Armour's Star Bacon in the new window· servoirs were being emptied, have disclos-
top carton." Thus read an Armour adver· ed a remarkable phenomenon. In all cases 
ti sement, and in the list was the name of where whirlpools, or free vortices, as they 
Max Braun, a kosher bu.tcher. are termed by science, have been observed 
Braun called th is libel, and sued. Armour in nature, it has been established that the 
& Co. moved to dismiss his complaint, direction of rotation is clockwise south of 
claiming that they had nothing to gain by the Equator and anti-clockwise in the 
the statement and further that the language north. There are now two photographs 
used was complimentary for they had called in existence which illustrate the phenome-
Braun a " progressive" dealer. non and a lso seem to prove that whirlpools 
Law: The publication of a false writing do rotate to a definite natural law. The 
which would inju re the reputation of a per- first photograph was taken at the reservoir 
son or expose him to ridicule or contempt of the Arapuni power scheme in New 
is libe l. Zealand when it was being emptied, and 
the second a t Loch Treig, in Scotland. 
The most probable, and, in fact, the only Problem: Should Braun collect? 
Local Color likely, explana tion of the phenom enon is 
Facls: The reporter wrote "cultured that the direction of rotation is influenced 
gentleman;" the telegraph operator trans- by the west-to·east movement of the earth. 
mitted "colored gentleman," and the news· Briefly, the theory is that, as the Equator 
paper printed "Negro." is the fastest-moving part of the earth's 
The gentleman in question was dumb· surface, the effect of centrifugal force 
founded when he read in his copy of the tends to carry the side of the whirlpool 
Times-Democrat that "Hev. Thos. J. Upton nearest the Equator in the same direction 
is a Negro." The ministe r immediate ly as the earth's movement. 
demanded a retraction and apology, which -The Illustrated London News 
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DEClSIONS 
Sore Thumb: Prisoner gu ilty. It makes 
no difference whether the wound was in-
stantly mortal, m· whether death resnlted 
because Garland did not adopt the best 
mode of treatment. The real point is that 
the wound inflicted by the prisoner was the 
cause of death. 
Page George W nshington! Sarah gets the 
cherries. The ownership of a tree is de-
termined as the place where the trnnk is 
located . Abner could have compell ed Sarah 
to re move the overhanging limbs if he de· 
sired, s ince they interfe red with the use of 
his land "upwards to the sky." Not having 
done so, he cannot prevent her from taking 
her own property. 
The Specialist: $14.,32.2.50 for Anna Mohr. 
A patient's consent to an operation is a con· 
tract authorizing the surgeon to operate 
only to the extent of the consent given. 
Unless an emergency involving life and 
death is presented, the doctor is liable for 
an unauthorized incision. Correct diagnosis 
and skillful treatment is no defense. 
Thumbed Noses: Morris Garstenfeld was 
convicted. The comt held that "the thurnb 
to the nose and the fingers in the air" is 
" among boys a harml ess vent for injured 
feelings ... but when boys become men they 
shou!d put away chi ldish things. In the 
case at bar the circumstances •.. tend to 
show a design to engender strife." 
"Marry in Haste . .. " The husband wins. 
The law considers the parties bound im· 
mediate ly upon the solemnization of the 
civil ceremony. Parties tnay not 1nake re-
servations to such a marriage contract. 
Once wed, the wife is bound to perform all 
the marital relation ships. Failing to do so, 
she loses he r marital right to support. 
Kosher Bacon: The complaint was held 
to be good. Even thoug h a person means 
wel l and attempts to flatter another, if the 
words used injure his reputation the Ian· 
guage is libelous. 
Local Color: Rev. Upton was awarded 
$50. The Louisiana Court held that to call 
a white man colored is libelous. Hetrac· 
lion and apology are not sufficient to re lieve 
a publishing company from liability. 
" /f the Shoe Fits • .. " The evidence is 
properly admitted. The constitutional priv· 
ilege is inte rpreted to refer t:o oral or 
written testimony only. To go further 
would be to make fingerprints valueless and 
might even prohibit the showing of the 
defendant's face for the purpose of iclenti· 
f.cation.-Reader 's Digest. 
the newspaper was glad to make. H e also .---------------------------------------: 
asked the comt to award him damages, 
claiming he had been libeled. 
Law: A fal se statement that exposes a 
person to ridicule or contempt at libel. 
PToblem: 'Vas the paper liable? 
"If the Shoe Fits ... " 
Facts : A bloody trail of footprints in 
the snow was the on ly clue to the identity 
of the murderer of Peter Hallenback. 
Willis van Wormer, arrested a day after 
the crime, was forced to permit a compari-
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llistoi"Y of Education in Japan 
by A. F. THOMAS and Dr. HUGH KEENLEYSIDE 
Japanese Tales of AU Ages 
by W. E. HARRIS 
MAY THE POLE STAR MONTHLY 
BOOK REVIEWS 
6lenn Sham: 
Living in Japan 
The Edinburgh Citizen, Edinburgh. 
How people in other countries live usually 
requires a visit to see them at home. But 
an excellent idea of domestic life in Japan 
has been written by Glenn W. Shaw in 
"Living in Japan," which is published by 
the Hokuseido Press. Mr. Shaw has happy 
sketches of Japanese girls and flowers, 
houses and hats, books and typhoons, and . 
all the varied scenes and sights of a pictur· 
esque and charming land. The book is 
beautifully produced and attractively writ· 
ten. 
Ceylon Daily News, Colombo, Jan. 15, 1987, 
Japan marvellously retains what is beauti· 
ful and picturesque from her primitive life 
in spite of Western influence, amidst in· 
dustrialization and mbanization that have 
made her a first· rate Power within a very 
short period. Among the terraced paddy 
fields cultivated as of old, around the sub· 
lime majesty of lovely Fuji Y ama with her 
eternal beauty, among the cherry blossoms 
there live a wonderful people with a tradi· 
tiona! love of Beauty in Nature, full of 
hospitality and politeness. Practical and 
warlike, also sentimental and beauty·loving, 
sometimes restrained and gloomy, they are 
also humorous and gay. 
That is the theme of Mr. Glenn W. Shaw's 
book "Living in Japan" (The Hokuseido 
Press, Tokyo). 
Our knowledge of Japanese life is con· 
siderably increased by Mr. Shaw's interest· 
ing and .sympathetic description of a country 
where he spent twenty years, "just having 
a good time." 
Blue Eyed Pilgrimage 
The hook is divided into two parts. In 
Part One we accompany the author on a 
"blue eyed pilgrimage" and to a primitive 
fire ceremony; see the changing manners of 
the younger generation; pass modern cities, 
gardens of ancient towns and end up with 
the description of a raging typhoon. In Part 
Two a glimpse of Japanese literature, an· 
cient and modern, prose and verse, is given. 
The one reflects his roving, observant life 
and the other his knowledge of Japanese 
literature, able translations of .which include 
Km'ata Hyakuzo's ''The Priest and his Dis· 
ciples," Kikuchi Kwan's "Tojuro's Love and 
Four Other Plays" and Ryunosuke's ''Tales 
Grotesque and Curious." 
Easy To VVander About 
"There is no country on earth where it 
·is so pleasant and easy to wander about and 
enjoy the countryside," says Mr. ~haw. 
Those who like to take in the country slowly 
and carefully could cainp out in the night 
with the bodies aching with delicious pain 
after hiking over mountain and valley. But 
for the indolent traveller who prefers to 
"do " it, as the Americans visit Art Gal· 
leries, there are motor-cars and "comfort· 
able inns everywhere within easy walking 
distance," 
In the cities there are strictly residential 
districts and suburbs with gardens and parks 
and plenty of air are modern houses as well 
the light Japanese ones. A visitor would 
naturally like to dine in a Japanese res tau· 
rant in preference to a foreign one, for in 
the former he can feel the thrill of leading 
a Japanese life for a moment. In these 
inns he will have to sit on mats and can 
taste "Sukiyaki" (Japanese stew) and" toy 
with a whole course dinner of soups and 
fish and shell-fish and pickled things, ending 
with two bowls of rice and a bowl of tea 
and in some, cook his own thin slices of 
beef with onion tips, bamboo shoots, sugar 
and soy in a common pan in the centre of 
the kneeling party." 
Modern toy·shops stand side by side with 
shops with an abundance of old things like 
ancient vases or old lacquered mirrors. 
Changing VVays 
All over the world throughout the cen· 
turies the people of each generation have 
shaken their heads at the changing ways and 
manners of the next. The sudden changes· 
of recent times between parents and children 
have been especially marked in Japan "be· 
cause they have come to a land ~till clinging 
to a good deal that smacks of feudal times," 
where society lacked the active presence of 
women. The faces of the younger genera· 
tion indicate a good deal of the Western 
love of social freedom. Gone are the days 
when it used to be good manners to be very 
serious and sober in company, and Japanese 
ladies ate their cakes behind their hands 
at tea. Now they talk with intermittent 
laughter, they move about with vivacity, 
they eat freely in company and "use their 
eyes as they have seen Western actresses 
use theirs on the screen." The author tells 
us that these are greatly due to the im-
ported movies- the eye language especially 
is! 
New methods of teaching have been in· 
troduced into' schools and the young develop 
a cosmopolitan outlook by contact with the 
outside world through newspapers, books 
and magazines. Thousands of young people 
are intensely interested in athletics. 
The girls of modern Japan take even 
more athletic exercises thah do those of the 
West. "All of Japan's old customs based 
on the outworn theory of extreme inequality 
in the sexes must break down before the 
changing attitude of youth." · 
Literature And Art 
It is in the Literature and Art of a country 
that its character is best portrayed. There 
we can have a faithful picture of the emo· 
tions and impulses, likes and dislikes, suf· 
ferings and enjoyments of the people. The· 
author of this book has done well to have 
allowed Japan to tell her own story through 
her Literature of all ages and kinds, a 
judicious selection of whi ch comprise nearly 
100 pages of the book. With his maste rly 
knowledge of Japanese Literature, Mr. 
Shaw gives here and there a few comments 
that help us greatly in reading the selections. 
Just a few facts and figures would be of 
interest to us. There are in Japan 11.860 
newspapers (of which 1,179 are dailies), 837 
principal magazines, and 2,652 volume3 
classed as literary out of the total of l!\;473 
books published annually, Japan placing 
Soviet Russia first, claims second place 
among the publishing countries of the world. 
From 1925 onwards the proletarian write rs 
with strong Marxist tendencies led the 
literary world. But their voices are now 
hushed by the Government, for the Japanese 
government's greatest fear now is of the 
Communism of Soviet Russia. 
Akagi: 
.Japan~s Foreign 
Relations 
Political Science Quarterly, 
Columl>ia University, New York. 
On the whole the work is an excellent 
and lucid exposition of its subject. It is to 
be expected that many Western and Chinese 
scholars will not agree with Dr. Akagi's 
conclusions. The author has not given re· 
ferences to original works or documents to 
substantiate his !ISSertions, which may be 
disputed by others. This is a serious defect 
in his book, and for this reason many will 
regard it as a biased discussion of the sub· 
ject from the Japanese point of view a lone. 
l t is to be wished that this defect could be 
remedied in a future edition. Meanwhile, 
the book will serve as a corrective for those 
who are over-anxious to assert that the 
main feature of Japane-se . foreign policy is 
an aggressive imperialism, violating all 
treaty obligations. 
1. Fukuda: 
Japanese at Dome 
Prager Press, Prague Jan . 21,, 1937 . 
Selbst in den iiber Japan so gut unter· 
richteten angelsachsischen Uindern sind die· 
Berichtsbiicher von Ippei Fukuda vie! bege· 
hrt. In seinem neuen Werk ,The Japanese 
at home'" behandelt er japanische Lebensauf· 
fassung und ·gesinnung, die verschiedenen 
Kimono·Arten und deren besondere Bcstim· 
mung sowie die Kunst, sie richtig zu trage~, 
die gliicklich geschatzten Einwohner Tokios, 
die Frau des Angestellten, die Arbeiterfrau, 
den iiberarbeiteten Studenten, Tokios Ges· 
chaftszentrale, Unterhaltungen aller Art, 
den Taschenwarmer, Kinostars usw. Un· 
gewohnlich ist die Auswahl aller Einzelhei-
ten, die sich hinter dem ~cbein zufalliger 
Momentbeobachtung verbirgt. Fukuda ver· 
bindet die vertraute Kenntnis der Menschen 
und Begebenheiten seiner Heimat mit einer 
ansehnlichen Bewandertheit in der iibrigen 
Welt. Er weiss genau, was den englisch 
lesenden Amerikaner und Englander an 
Japan interessiert und wie er ihm die dem 
Verfasser erwiinscht erschefnende Vortel· 
lung am besten und eindringlichsten beib· 
ringt. Fiir uns ist aher vor allem ent· 
scheidend, class Fukuda iiberall dort sein 
Bestes leistet, wo so viele andere in de•· 
kiinstlerischen Darstellung sachlicher Be-
lehrung scheitern: ih der Schilderung des 
menschlichen Aspekts der Japaner. Wohl 
ist er nicht minder bemiiht, Verstandni s und 
Anerkennung des Fremden fiir den Japaner 
zu gewinnen, wie die .anderen auch, aber er 
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So.ne 01 tlu~ Press 吃o"UlIents
Tilnes~ NeωYork ;-He sets down what he saw and heard and learned in 
Micronesia， and he writes with objectivity， with the obvious d巴terminationto be 
fair， and with sustained good temper and good manners as well. 
Asia Magazine. New York ;-Willard Price's SOUT H SEA ADVENTURESUC-
cessfully combines a delightful style， many fresh scenes imaginatively described， 
and a great deal of very valuable information on the islands of Micronesia， parti-
cularly in relation to ]apan， who holds the mandate over fourteen hundred of 
them. The book has the c10se charm of personal adventure， for the author and 
his wife came out of themselves and shared in the Iife around them rather than 
merely observed it from their own background. 
Herald-Tr油 une.New York ;-Read “Sou也 SeaAdventure" as es，回lpe
literature， and you will find delight therein; read it as a sophisticated travel 
book and there will be an ample education 0任eredyou; and you will discover 
many a message that will require deep and solemn thought. But， for whatever 
reason you may open it， you are guaranteed a grand and glorious evening. 
Bu"alo Tilnes. Buf/alo， N. Y. ;-Though entirely true，“South Sea Adven-
ture" has the glamor and excitement of the incredible. Mr. Price's faculty for 
seeing and describing the amusing side of the most desperate moment adds 
greatly to the delight of his narrative.-By Charlotle Becker. 
Oregonian. Portland， Ore. ;-Price has not only scooped the other barrier-
bounders as the only American journalist to enter this strange world， but has 
made good writing of his observations. 
Star Eagle. Neωark， N.]. ;-Here this American (Mr. Price) witnessed a 
Iife as remote from our own as that of. the stone age， and his account of local 
finances， superstitions， c1ass distinctions and morality is.as curious and amusing 
a tale of personal adventure as the year has yet brought forth. 
T;，nes. Los Angeles， Cal. ;-For information on an acut巴 situationand for 
some of the 負nestreading that has come our way in a long time， we unreservedly 
commend this book. It is scrupulously fair， and it is not written by alarmists， 
even though i，ts implications are alarming. 
Saturday Review 01 Literature :~Mr. Price has deftly blended a 
tale of travel with a study of social and political significance. Mr. Price's book 
is as delightful in style as it is， apparently， elear in vision， and its fifty photo-
graphs are excelent. 
CI.ronicle. San Francisco， Cal. ;-This“South Sea Adventure" should find a 
wide and ready market. Partly for sheer entertainment and partly for the sake 
of being well informed on a subject of vital int巴rest，every intelligent AmeFiean 
should read what he has to say. 
Ti，.res. Louisville， Ky. ;-Living with natives who have had only th.e slightest 
contact with the white races， the Prices gleaned a store of such information as 
rarely 五ndsitsway into travel works these days. Yet it is the political signifi-
canc巴ofthe Pacific to the rest of the world that gives real value to the book. 
Tribune. Oakland， Cal. ;-A book of double interest and many surprises， a 
South Sea journey which looks to past and future， a .tale wT.ich is languorous 
and challenging. 
TI.e Spectator. Lond6n ;-，-.He is an expert mingler of fact with personal 
anecdote， and tells what he saw and heard in the ]apanese mandated islands of 
Micr'onesia briglitly and not too learnedly; 
Birr，.ingham Sundu-1' .'f<骨rcur穆:-Mr.W、ila1τdPrice is a writer of 
such delightful skil， that 1 should Iike to quote him at length. 1 compromise by 
urging you to get hold of his book by whatever means. 
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支部研究無二の夏書!! ! 
在支三十有除年根東随一の支那遁として知られたる英人記
者タフドヘッド氏の臆験録であって、駈げ出しの支那遁とは
其:撰を異にし、支芽fl及極東問題に関心を持つものが何人も
見逃す事の出来ない書物である。
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